
...Cultivating high character in the lives of individuals 
This Values Curriculum is 

Based on Grand Master Chuck Norris' Code of Ethics 
(Value #8)  

 I will always be as enthusiastic about the 

 Success of others, as I am about my own. 

  “Gratitude” 
August 2022 

 

Gratitude is an appreciation for what we have… 
 

Gratitude is prized throughout history and all cultures as one of the most 
esteemed virtues, and the one that is most closely associated with the 

condition of happiness. Cicero wrote that “gratitude is not only the greatest 
of virtues, but the parent of all the others.” 

Grateful people experience many positive benefits, such 
as better health, higher levels of vitality and optimism, 

and lower levels of stress and depression. Grateful 
people also are less envious of others. 

 

Telling someone you are grateful for them in your life, for what they have 
done, for who they are, is a very powerful expression of caring and love. 

Spread the idea of gratitude. You may see something at school, work, in Chun 
Kuk Do class, or even on TV  Send them an email or letter                                          

of appreciation for who they are, what they stand for,                                                                                        
or for what they have done for you or the world that we live in. 

"I am grateful for my family and friends. We laugh and cry together. With them I feel I belong and am 
loved. They are my greatest teachers. We validate each other. When down I seek them out. They 
renew my spirit I am blessed. I am also grateful for the roadblocks and failures in my life. They 

turned out to be valuable lessons that led me to new opportunities and connections I wouldn't have 
had otherwise. They presented new Life-paths." 

"Today I am grateful for opening my eyes to see. I am grateful to look out my bedroom windows to 
see another day full of possibility as the sun slowly warms up my sweet backyard alive with quail, 
doves, hummingbirds, rabbits and all kinds of nature’s noises. I am grateful to feel my breath as it 
wanders through my body waking me up. I am grateful that I have one more day to enjoy, and be 
amazed, and be involved with life. And I am very grateful that I can go through another day full of 

love and gratitude." 

"Today, I am grateful for my life and health. 

"I am grateful for all the loving people that I am blessed with in my life.                                                           
I am grateful to be alive and living full out."                                                                                                                                                                       

Can't you just smell all the happiness exuding from these messages? That’s' what happens when we 
express our gratitude. We discover our happiness.                                                                                                 

And what better place to start than with a gratitude journal ! 

Must return by  
8/12/2022 

                   Remember these work sheets are your responsibility, late work sheets can not be accepted 

 

 



Attitude of Gratitude 

This month your mission is to write down at least (1) thing every day that you are 
grateful for, complete this personal Gratitude journal and return it by 8/12/17 
(Remember to date your entries.) 

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for. 

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

 

 



Attitude of Gratitude 

 

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for. 

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

Today I am grateful for ___________________ fill-in this blank with what you are grateful for.  

 

 

 

 

 

This month my son/daughter has demonstrated both at home 

and at school those qualities of GRATITUDE required by 

American Martial Arts CHUN KUK DO. 

 

Student’s Name________________________ 

Dated this ____ day of___________________ 

Belt Rank________________________ 

Circle one (Little Dragon) (Dragon) (Adult/Eagle) 

Parent Signature_______________________________ 

 

 

 

Requirements for 

American Martial Arts CHUN KUK DO 

Values Curriculum Students 

             
* Responsible behaviour at home. 

*Responsible behaviour and passing                             

grades at school. 

*Overall performance and attendance                                       

in CKD classes. 

*Completion of the monthly Values activity. 

*Returning this signed activity sheet 

on time to your Instructor. 

 

 



 

This month begin by memorizing Grand Master Norris’ Value # 8 

(Value #8)  

 I will always be as enthusiastic about the 

 Success of others, as I am about my own. 

 
Suggestion: Prior to every class this month - after lining up and bowing in, but before you 

actually start class – have the students recite the value statement along their instructor.  

Toward the end of the month the students should be able to recite the value statement 

completely from memory on their own. 

 

Second: Grand Master Norris has assigned the word Gratitude to Value # 8.   

This word will be our focus word for this month.  The line-up could go something like this: 

 
Students line up one at a time in the proper order.  As each student locks into ready stance 

he or she will yell out,  “GRATITUDE -SIR! “  (Or ma’am.)   After the class has finished 

lining up, the entire class (led by the instructor) can recite Value # 8. 

 

Mat Chat - At the end of a great class, students enjoy huddling with their classmates for 

personal time with their mentor and leader - YOU - their instructor.  In this short time at 

the end of class you can start to connect with your students by letting them know that you 

genuinely care about their progress in CKD, in school, and in life.  At this time you can ask 

questions and share experiences with them about your life. (In a professional manner) 

 

*Remember to share with your students how your “Gratitude” has been a key element in the 

betterment of your life.  

 
Recommended Award system; 

 

Once a student has completed and submitted his or her Values Curriculum work sheet and maintained good attendance 

in CKD or KICKSTART classes, they are eligible for an award. 

 

The award might be a certificate and/or uniform patch.  Students might start and keep an awards booklet for their 

earned certificates.  Students might catalog their accomplishments in this booklet to be shown to their parents, teachers 

and classmates, thus instilling confidence and pride in the student's effort. 

 

The patch displayed on the uniform will remind students of the life skills learned in your CKD program and will go a 

long way in developing students' eagerness to learn and earn their future life skills lessons and awards. 

 

It is suggested that awards be handed out in class by the instructor, calling each student to the front of the class to 

receive his/her award with a round of applause from the class. 

 

The certificates are easy to make on a computer and need cost only about 10 cents each.  Suggestion: copy on a hard 

certificate stock, not regular paper. 

 

Patches cost around $1.00 each and can be purchased in bulk for less.  This is a low cost compared to the gigantic 

positive response reflected by the students, parents, and teachers about your program. 

 

http://merit-badges.com/asp/default.asp is a great web-site to purchase patches. 

 (Look under life skill patches.) 

 

 

Please share your thoughts on the awards you choose to use for your program.  Without recognition of some type your 

students will soon lose enthusiasm for this or any program. 

 

Master Hammersley 

Instructors: this month we will be teaching the value of  

“GRATITUDE” 
 

http://merit-badges.com/asp/default.asp


WEEK #1: remember  (Instructors read this to your students). 

The Seed in the Mud 

Once upon a time there was a seed buried in the mud. It was in dark 
blackness. It was cold and wet. It shivered. It was just plain no fun. It was 

icky. It was dirty. It was muddy. It was mucky. It was stuck in the mud. How 
it got there is a one nice breezy Fall day, it had fallen on the ground. Then it 
rained a little. And a deer came along and stepped on it and pushed it deep 

in the mud. Life just wasn't fair. It was all alone. If only it had fallen like the 
other seeds in the grass, or on the log over there, or at least not been 

stepped on. But what the little seed did not see was the mouse that ate the 
seeds in the grass and the bird that ate the seeds on the log and the 
chipmunk that    gathered the seeds on the ground to store and eat all winter 

long. It couldn't see this because it was stuck in the mud. It didn't know how 
lucky it was. Now besides being squished tight in the mud, it was also locked 

in it's shell. It tried to get out of it's terrible predicament, but the Fall days 
got shorter and shorter. It got colder and colder too. It had no strength to 
get out of its shell. The mud was frozen solid, the deep snow covered it. It 

went through a terribly cold and dark winter. Finally, after what seemed 
forever, slowly the days grew a little longer, a little warmer. The seed had 

work to do. It began to grow. The water in the mud had softened its shell. 
Still, how hard it was to get out of its shell ! It had to exert energy like never 

before. It struggled and struggled. Finally it broke free. Then it used more 
energy to go not up, but down, struggling to send a tiny little root through 
that compacted mud -- that terribly icky place. It needed something to 

tightly hold on to, because...now it had to struggle yet again with great effort 
to send a tiny little shoot to the light above -- through all that icky mud. 

Finally it was free. It reached the warm sunlight. You would think its troubles 
were over. Not so fast. In a whole year it grew only a few inches, while the 
other plants grew by leaps and bounds, as if to mock the    little seed. Every 

fall it lost its leaves. In winter it barely survived, covered with snow. And as 
it got a little taller, it had to go through windstorms and blizzards. But one 

thing was peculiar. Even while it slowly grew up to the sunny blue sky, it 
never forgot its roots. It had the wisdom to keep growing its roots deeper 
and deeper in the mud. In fact, it used every wind storm, every blizzard, 

every shaking, every vibration to wiggle its roots deeper and deeper into the 
black icky mud. It knew the importance of a solid foundation, because it 

always remembered where it came from, how it had been protected and 
helped by the mud. The years rolled on, and the seasons too. Each summer 
it so slowly but surely grew. Each winter it became a little tougher and 

stronger. It had little joys and little sorrows throughout its life like all of us 
do. Then came the fiercest of all storms. The wind blew so violently this way 

and that. Trees all around were dashed to the ground, broken, uprooted, a 
jangled mess. After the devastation, the sun shone once again. To be sure, it 
didn't look so pretty, some leaves were missing, in fact, quite a few, but that 

would soon be remedied. Because it hadn't forgotten its roots as a seed in 
the mud, it stood there in all its glory. It had become the mighty oak tree. 

 



WEEK #2: Gift of gratitude (Instructors read this to your students). 

THE MASTER'S LESSON ON GRATITUDE 
 
According to legend, a young man while roaming the desert came across a spring of delicious 
crystal-clear water. The water was so sweet he filled his leather canteen so he could bring 
some back to a tribal elder who had been his teacher. 
 
After a four-day journey he presented the water to the old man who took a deep drink, smiled 
warmly and thanked his student lavishly for the sweet water. The young man returned to his 
village with a happy heart. 
 
Later, the teacher let another student taste the water. He spat it out, saying it was awful. It 
apparently had become stale because of the old leather container. 
 
The student challenged his teacher: "Master, the water was foul. Why did you pretend to like 
it?" 
 
The teacher replied, "You only tasted the water. I tasted the gift. The water was simply the 
container for an act of loving-kindness and nothing could be sweeter."!!! 

Remember: The next time you receive any gifts from anyone, no matter however small it may 
be, remember the love behind and don't judge the gift with its appearance! Have a deep sense 
of gratitude for whatever you receive in life in whatever form it may be! 

 

WEEK #3: Be Someone (Instructors read this to your students). 

Be someone who listens, and you will be heard. 
 
Be someone who cares, and you will be loved. 
 
Be someone who gives, and you will be blessed. 
 
Be someone who comforts, and you will know peace. 
 
Be someone who genuinely seeks to understand, and you will be wise. 
 
Be someone kind, someone considerate, and you will be admired. 
 
Be someone who values truth, and you will be respected. 
 
Be someone who takes action, and you will move life forward. 
 
Be someone who lifts others higher, and your life will be rich. 
 
Be someone filled with gratitude, and there will be no end to the things for which you'll be 
thankful. 
 
Be someone who lives with joy, with purpose, as your own light brightly shines. 
 
Be, in every moment, the special someone you are truly meant to be. 

 



WEEK #4 Gratitude, being THANKFUL (Instructors read this to your students). 

 

Be Thankful 

Be thankful that you don’t already have everything you desire, 

If you did, what would there be to look forward to? 

 

Be thankful when you don’t know something 

For it gives you the opportunity to learn. 

 

Be thankful for the difficult times. 

During those times you grow. 

 

Be thankful for your limitations 

Because they give you opportunities for improvement. 

 

Be thankful for each new challenge 

Because it will build your strength and character. 

 

Be thankful for your mistakes 

They will teach you valuable lessons. 

 

Be thankful when you’re tired and weary 

Because it means you’ve made a difference. 

 

It is easy to be thankful for the good things. 

A life of rich fulfillment comes to those who are 

also thankful for the setbacks. 

GRATITUDE can turn a negative into a positive. 

Find a way to be thankful for your troubles 

and they can become your blessings. 

 


